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700 Club R.eports

Crouch Innocent of Drug Ch arge
.

By Ronald Chatman

On the nationwide Christian
Broadcast Network (CBN) rec
ently, Pat Robertson, President
and Founder of the 700 club, a
Christian program, gave an

update on Andrae Crouch who
was arrested in Marina Del Ray
for possession of cocaine.
Crouch, a well known Christ
ian singer, and winner of many

Blood tests were given and no
amount of any kind of drug was
found in Crouch's system, said
the 700 Club.
The 700 Club said Crouch

remains a ferverent witness and
has a real love for the Lord.
Crouch has recently begun to
appear on several nationwide
television programs and has
aquaintances among many sec
ular celebrities as well as his
fulltime gospel music ministry.
The C�ristian community
feels these attacks are the trials

of the believer. the fiery darts of
the wicked one, described by
Apostle Paul.
"Suffering, persecution, being
misunderstood have always
come upon the· child of God and
we must continue to pray for all
believers and to forgive others
as we pray, so that we may be
forgiven," said Pat Robertson.

DAVE CUNNINGHAM, LA.
City Councilman said, "Self
Determination" Is a major factor

in the survival and growth of the
Black Community."

FELTUS STERLING, State
Grand Chancellor presented a
wards to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Armstrong, Mr. and Mrs. Sim-

mie L. McCoy, and Maitland L.
Stokes, he considered it an
honor to come from Sacramento
to present awards to such
deserving people.

• Protects children under
four years of age or under 40
pounds when traveling in pass
_enger vehicles or trucks under
6001 pounds.
•
Parents must properly
secure their small children in car
safety seats when traveling in
their own vehicles. When pres
ent in a -vehicle owned by
someone else, parents must
properly secure their children in
either car safety seats or
available safety belts.
• All drivers are responsible
for properly securing small

children they transport in either
car safety seats or available
safety belts when the children's
parents are not present.
• All car safety seats sold by
California retailers must meet
federal standards established
January 1, 1981.
• Law enforcement officers
may stop a vehicle if they
suspect a violaton and may issue
a traffic citation. Under existing
law, an officer may also issue a
verbal warning to a driver
transporting children aged 4-15
who are not using safety belt's.

• The· maximum fine for the
first offense would be $50. The
court will dismiss the first
charge if the parent shows that a
car safety seat has been purch
ased for the child. At its
discrection, the court may dis
miss subsequent charges.

3048) prohibits minors twelve
years old and under from riding
unattended in the back of an
open pickup truck.

Grammy Awards.
The police confirmed the 700
Club report, that only a trace of
cocaine was found and it was left
in the car by a previous rider.

"Togetherness" Theme for_ First
Annual Joint Banquet
By Cheryl Brown

,

"Self Determination" is a major
factor in the survival and
growth of the Black community,
said Councilman David Cunning
ham of Los Angels, last week at
the first Annual Banquet of the
Knights of the Pythias, Morning
Star Lodge #10 and the Order of
the Calathe, Orange Blossom.
Court #4.
'We must be in control of our
own destiny, we are responsible
f<>r Q\lr QWn," said the ke�•note
speaker, who is a former resi
dent of Riverside, and graduate
of the University of California,
Riverside. 'We are no longer
looking for survival - but control,
he said, addressing an audience
of over 200 people at the Kola
Shanah in San Bernardino.
Cunningham's position was
that the lack of control in our
own community was responsible
for the defeat of the country's
first Black 'Governor, Mayor
Tom Bradley, who only lost by
52,000 votes.
The awards dinner/dance was
long overdue said some of the
members of the men and women
fraternal group. As the awards
were presented bits of back-

ground information surfaced.
Valuable information on what
the organizations are doing.
They don't just plan dinners
because this is the first banquet
which awarded longtime hard
working members since their
founding in the 1920's in the
area.
They do believe in together
ness and this is why there was
equal time and equal work put in
for this endeavor, between both
the groups.
Fo,: 48 yellrs the Knights of
the Pythias have built bridges
and a foundation for the youth.
Order of the Calathe organiz
ed just after the turn of the
century, each year gives 3
scholarships, contributes to the
NAACP, gives to the United
Negro College Fund, and are
involved in the Allensworth
restoration project. (The only
town in California to be founded
by a Black man.) They do these
things and more with a state
. membership of only 800 women.
These women purchased prop
erty in Los Angeles and built a
building worth $250,000 and
only $19,000 is owned on it
today.
-Continued on Page 6

Unemployment Up 13.5
Rivefside - San Bernardino
Labor Market Area unemploy
ment rate was 13.5 percent
during October as estimated by
the State Employment Develop
ment Dept. (EDD). This repres
ents as increase from 12.0
percent in September. One year
ag the rat� was 9.0percent
Unemployment in the bi-coun
ty area for October increased to
87,500 from 81.700 in Septem
ber. The jobless total estimated
for October 1981 was 55,200.

Total civilian employment in
creased to 562,800 in October
from 549,800 in September. One
year ago the figure was 557,400.
The toal civil labor force increas
ed to 650,300 for october from
631,500 in September. The count
in October 1981 was estimated
at 612,600. Employment should
inr;:rease in December because of
hiring for the holiday period.
However, little change is expect
ed in the level or percentage of
· unemployment.

Call Zenith 12000 to
Report Drunk Drivers
Californians can help remove
drunk drivers from the road by
calling the Highway Patrol
emergency number. ZENITH
12000. Commissioner Glen Craig
said today.
"The prograr, is an addition to
the anti-drunk driving emphasis
which takes place year-round
but draws greater public attent
ion during the holiday period."
he said.
Citizens who observe
a
vehicle that they believe is being
operated by someone under-the
influence ·can dial "O" and ask
the operator for ZENITH 12000.

a toll-free number. "You will be
switched to our nearest dispatch
center and we will attempt to
get a Patrol vehicle to the
location if one is available."
Craig said "taking the keys
away from a drunk driver is a
sure way of preventing an
acc_ident. You may not be in a
position to take the keys your
self. but a call to ZENITH 12000
could put us in a position to take
them,"Craig said. He added that
the program won't stop with the
holidays. "We expect to make it
a permanent part of our anti
drunk driving effort."

New Law Children Must
Wear Seat Belts

James E. Hemingway
passes at age 70

SB does not apply to:

• School buses
• vehicles registered outside of
California
• Children exempted by the
court due to size, medical
condition or physical unfitness.
Pickups - Another new law
effective in January, 1983, (AB

James E. Hemingway, 70, a 36-year resident of San
Bernardino, passed away No�ember .26, 1982.
He was a retired supervisor in the maintenance
department at Norton Air Force Base, served in the
·U.S. Army from 1942 to 1946. a member of the
Masonic Lodge Prince Hall No. 17, and The American
Legion Guy Morris Post No. 710.
Survived by his fiancee, Susan McBride of Las
Vegas, NV; a daughter. Karen Hemingway and a
grand-daughter, both of Altadena; four sisters,
Thelma Humphrey, Mary Helen Johnson and Lena
Jackson, all of San Bernardino, and Minnie Lockert of
North Highland; three nephews; Julius Hemingway
Jr. of Bloomington. Jugurtha Lockert of North
Highland and Keith Hemingway of Jamaica, N.Y.;
three nieces, Mitzy Jiles of San Bernardino, Elizabeth
Black of Long Island. NY and Norma Puller of Oxnard;
a host of great nieces. nephews. other relatives and
friends.
Services were held 1 • December 2. 1982
at 11:00
a.m. at St. Paul A.M.E. Church. Interment was in
Green Acres Memorial Park.

• More children are killed in
traffic accidents than by any

other cause; however, 85% of
the deaths could be prevented
with the use of car safety seats
and safety belts. Two thrids of
the 20,000 injuries suffered by
California children every year
could be prevented. Unfortunat. ely, fewer than 10% of our
children are provided with this
essential protection.

James Hemingway
J,
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Praying for her Grandmother who is in the hospital
also happy to hear that Mrs. Lucille Archie is feeling
much better. We solicit your Prayers for all the sick
and shut-ins everywhere.

T

Religinus Communi�y 2, ews

Rev. Russell Hill to
bring Afternoon
Message
The Lucolia Fleming

Rev. Russel Hill

Allen Chapel
A.M.E.
Church News
Riverside

By Theresa Jewel
Spirits were very high for Communion Sunday with
the Celestial Choir and Male Chorus singing many
beautiful songs which included "The Lord Is My
Light" and the opening hymn "Alas, and Did My
Savior Bleed." also "Love Lifted Me" ft>r Advent
Celebration Scripture Reading I Thessal0nians 5:11
and St. Luke 1:26-35 folio �d with Mrs. Leatta

Business Dijrectory,
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Fassett leading the choir singing "Savior Lead Me"
During Meditation Mrs. El ,Joan Smith sang a soul
searching solo titled "Have I Wounded Any Heart
Today" and the Male Chorus kept the spirit moving
while singing "Closer to thee" "God will answer
prayers" and "Jesus Saves." His Holy Spirit could be
felt and members could be heard over the
congregation witnessing for the Lord.
Pastor Copeland spoke from St. Luke 1:46-47, 49.
Theme: My Soul Will Magnify The Lord. We were
reminded that during the Christmas Season ii seems
that we have a tendency to forget the true meaning of
Christmas. In our everyday struggles we do not have a
story book life to write about and so it was with Mary,
the Mother of Jesus. Surely the life that we have a
tendency to forget the true meaning of Christmas. In
our everyday struggles we do not have a story book
life to write about and so it was with Mary, the mother
of Jesus. Surely the life that she was chosen to live
was-very different from her idea of a married life. God
chooses special people for special purposes and so it
was with Mary. Her Son. Jesus was born in a manger
and she also watched as her Son, our Lord and Savior
was crucified on the cross. Mary still rejoiced in the
Lord for all of Hid goodness to her. As Christians, we
should be ever greatful to His Holiness for His tender
mercy and goodness to us. Jesus is the answer if we let
Him take control of our lives.
All visitors were welcomed by Mrs. Lillian
Roberson of the Courtesy Committee.
The Zeola Jones Auxiliary wishes to thank everyone
for their support'of the,Barbecue. Mrs. Theresa Jewel,
president.
The Allen Chapel Family offers ,heartfelt sympathy
to Mrs. Lillian Mosely and Family in the loss of her
mother who resided in Savannah, Georgia and we are
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P.O. Box 2005 • Rivcrsid�, Ca..92516
Riverside Office (714) 787-4820

District Christian Educ
ation Committee and the
Sth District You! h Choir.
The Public is invited to
attend.

pastor of Fontana Bethel
A.M.E. Church. He is
now the pastor at Brown
Memorial. Pasedena, and
is the Chairman of the 5th

Missionary Society will
have their Annual Miss
ionary Program on Sun
day, December 12, 1982.
at 3:30 p.m. Rev. Russell
Hill. Jr. will be our guest
speaker and his choir will
sing.
Rev. Hill is the former

�ifJhdn[lflafz�Uf
For appointment call 657-5937
• FAMILY G.ROUPS
• CHILDREN
• GRA0UATES
, I • COMME!j.CIAL
• ADULTS
• WEDDINGS

CAMERON FISH B PONDS
LANDSCAPING

Custom Ko1 Ponds & Tank Const
Sall Water Tank Set Up
Fountains, Waterfalls
Water Lilies. Hyacinths. Plants
Fish and Suppl!es

M. Cameron

TRACTOR WORK.

QUALITY WORK

Rototilling, Grading, Discing
Scraping. Ripping
Lot & Corral Clean Up
Compost, Fertilizer
Sod, Sprinklers & Lawns
Spas, Tubs, Gazebos
Patios & Cement Work
h14J 31(H}125

•
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WILLIAM 0. DRAKE. OWN�R
!5326 MISSION BLVD.
' RIVERSIDE. CA 92509
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EGony C!iE.1t 'Bw.uty aalon
complete_

STENNIS PLUMBING
SERVING THE INLAND EMPIRE

+��0,.1�
0$

Faucet, Water heater, Garbage disposals,
Water closet, Wall, F1oor Furnace,
Sewer cleaning

Announcing the Services .of

Give to the

telepbeae

�ookingglnss Ciolhsmitqs
Custom Casting and Designing
Diamond Setting & Fine Jewelry Repair
All Work Done on Premises

LEASE ALL
& MODELS

MAKES

�!l•lii•i1

IWArllnct-Avea•

s.tte..,
-� aw,.
........ <:.IH. 9Z50II
NEW CARS t. 1 AUCl<S
4 >C ,·s i\ VAN·s
QUALIT"- ust:O
CARS & l RUCKS

CHINO�FORD
13101 CENTRAL AVE., CHINO, CA, 91710
(714) 591•6471

[714) 683-0723

3637 Un1vers1tv
R1vers1de. CA 92501

L. BENJAMIN LIVINGSTON, PK.D,
LICENSED PSYCHOLOOl&T
INDIVIDUAL, GROUP AND FAMILY PSYCHOTHERAPY

[714)682-4005
By Appointment

A.United Way Agency

C><

824-5741
824-7979
STATE LICENSED NO, 404722

NEW CONSTRUCTION, REMOOELING REPAIR
"' ALTERATION'

..__._g

Be

6743 BROCKTON
RIVERSIDE, CA, 9290ti
TUES, • SAT. 9 TO 6
Line . �ke-up, Manicures & Fingerpainlin�

WeCare-AbOutYour Hair

683-5250'

Sickle Cell Organizttion

787-0445

James Blum

Owner

T. L WOODS (LENNY I

President & General Manager

Gospel
X-pressions
L. .

Broadcast Hours Sunday - 2:30 - 3 p.m. KMAY 1570
AM/ 6 · 8 p.m. KUCR 88.l FM
Requests or dedications can be sent to: Edward
Jenkins, P.O. Box 5523, Riverside, CA 92517

Rev. William Seldon
Pastor

Grace Bethel .Baptist
Church News
Church Reporter:
Sis. Ruthie Seldon

The Final Judgement was the title of our message
today brought to us by our pastor, Rev. Seldon. Matt.
25:31-46 was read along with the congregation and the
thirty-first verse was the text. When the Son of man
shall come in his glory, and all the Holy angels with
Him, then shall he sit upon the throne of his glory. We
were reminded by pastor Seldon that there is a heaven
and a hell and when Jesus returns for the final
separation, those that have accepted him will be
placed on his right and those that rejected him will be
placed on his left side. Those on the right will be able
to inherit the kingdom of heaven. Those on the left
shall go away into ever!asting punishment. We were
encouraged to do all the good that we can while we
have the opportunity because we do not know who we
may be turning away. Our major concern is to follow
the example that Christ left for us and that is to meet
the needs of those in need and let our lives be a
witness unto him.
We just had a glorious time in the Lord today by the
songs presented by the Adult Choir and a beautiful
testimony -service. We were rejoicing to hear of so
many things that the Lord has done in our lives and
the faith that we have in Jesus Christ. We have been
abundatly blessed beyond measure and we give God
all the praise. Bro. Anthony Daniels was called into
the ministry and preached his firs.t message on
, Wednesday evening and we are so happy th,at the
Lord has saw favor in Bro. Daniels. Our prayers are
with and for him and his family to remain in the will of
God.
We welcomed Sis. Askew and daughters, Rev
James Turner and the sister of Susan Lee. A formal
welcome was extended by pastor Seldon.
Sunday, December 19th will be a special day in the
life of our church. We will share with someone in need
from the abundance that God has given to us. Our
Angel Choir will be presented with special selections
and our Inspirational Choir will present their first
Concert. Special guest includes Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church and the San Bernardino Community
Choir. We invite all to come and share this special day
with us. The concert will begin at 3:30 p.m.

686-1290

CARS YOU CAN DEPEND ON
SALES "' SERVICE

� .
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New Hope
Baptist
Church
_News

San Bernardino

Dr. Robert L. Fairley
Pastor
Dr. & Mrs. Robert L. Fairley and the members of
New Hope Missionary Baptist Church would like to
extend Holiday Greetings to you all. As we close
another spiritual year, we give thanks for all the many
blessings God has bestowed upon us.
The angelic voices of the Inspirational Chcir wil
sponsor a musical, Sunda�. December 12 at 7 p.r,1. Our
youth are talented. energetic. involved. and a lisible
part of the church. You are cordially invited to s�e and
hear our dynamic youth perform.
Don't miss the musical extravaganza, ·The Old Ship
of Zion" to be performed by our Senior Choir, S1mday,
December 19. 7 p.m.
For further information regarding our pro11rams,
please call 887-2526. We certainly hope you will 1oin us
and help celebrate this month of merriment thrc;!ugh
song.

FOR ANNOYING
COUGH AND
. ---·· STUFFY NOSE
�::�
:: TRY
TRIAMINIC·DM"
COUGH
FORMULA
tij;1

YOUR DOG NEEDS
VITAMINS, TOO.

� ��1·

1�1/'t:! [)m-.,,, I ,1h•>rntorw-.. D1q•,irm ,,r
Sand111. lnr l.1nt"fll:i, Sd,rw•-ka fll"!,=,r,1

�Sergeant's
.,, ; '. ,·. :' ''

. First of all, I would like to thank Teddy ijear for
substituting in my absence on the 88.1 FM broadcast.
It seems that the last few weeks I have spent the
entire weekend on 15. 91. 805. 405. 5. 60. 10. Y.
however this weekend I should be home for a while.
Perhaps you heard on the broadcast, that the
Regional Six Gospel Announcers will be sponsoring a
musical Dec. 10. Friday evening. at the St. John
· Baptist in Riverside. Gospel announcers from Arizona.
Nevada and Southern California will be in attendance.
Personalities such as Ruth Dickerson. John Maxwell,
Sam Roberson. John and Vermya Phillips and Dr. I.
Mauldin. will be in town.
Artist that are slated to attend are the Charlette
Singers, Kilgore Ensemble. Paul Burroughs, San
Bernardino Community Choir, and special guest
Henry Jackson. A free will offering will be lifted.
I am the hosting the annoncers for this affair.
including a banquet at the Riverside Inn Saturday
morning, sponsored by B.R.P. Records.
We ask the Inland Empire to come out in large
numbers and support this event.
Until then................... ......................... ........................

American
Muslim Mission

/ ,

By Imam Ron El-Amin
The following questions or comments are directed to
Imam Warithuddin Muhammad [leader of the
American Muslim Mission!, by the general.public. We
hope that the answers provided by him will serve to
educate the public on the religion of Al-Islam in
America and throughout the world.
QUESTION: I arn very inspired that Imam W: Deen
Muhammad has an answering session in the A.M.
Journal. My question is: why should be have the
government flag on our newspaper when America has
disrespected God's laws 'more than any other country
and has little respect for Bilalians if any at all? What
does their flag represent to us ?
1 MAM: It represented another attempt to correct
that kind of thinking and to correct the kind of
behavior that this person is criticizing.
If we can represent both our country and our
religion. then we can be a part of that good element in
Ameri�a that is trying to make America live up to
what it claims.
ACROSS
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Amos Temple C.M.E.
Church News
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Rev. Chester B. Tollette, Pastor
Helen Jacocks, Church Reporter
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where we just don't know what to do( - He explained•
Jehosaphat, was faced with such a situation when a
great multitude came against him to battle and how
Jehoshapat feared and went to seek to Lord. He
informed us that we as Jehosphat should look to Jesus
for our answer and not to ourselves and he will deliver
us in the mist of our enemy. Jesus said. I will be with
you even until the end of time· - when your way seems
dark, look to Jesus, for he is the answer.
We were very happy to hear the good news
regarding Sis. Joyce Majors son who had been ill.
Through Jesus Christ all things are possible, if we but
take his hand and trust in his word. and thy will be
done.
District Lay Christmas Party Friday, Dec. 10th at
7:00 p.m., Calvery C.M.E., Pasadena. Annual
Christmas Program, Friday Dec. 17th at 7:00 p.m., at
Amos Temple. Orientation class taught by Rev.
Tollette, Wednesday 6:00 p.m. followed by Prayer and
Bible Study.

God continues to bless Amos with very meaningful
and fulfilling services, as was evident in our last
Sunday Worship Service._ First Sunday is also
Communion Service, whereby we symbolize our love
for ..Jesus by the breaking of the bread and the
administering of the holy wine in rememberance of
Him. Service was opened with the morning hymn. "I
am Thine O Lord." Scripture by Rev. Sylvester, Luke
1:18-27.
The Chance.I Choir was in rare form as they sang
songs which helped to enhance the s�rvice, and
uplifted everyone. Rev. Green accompanied with
beautiful organ music as the choir rendered selections
.
such as, "Jesus," 'While f'm Down Here Praying," ans
"It's Another Day's Journey." The presence of the
Lord \,\/as truly felt and was ever so near.
The morning messag� was brought to us by our
. Rev. Edgar Jackson
Rev. Tollette, which was entitled, 'What do you do
when you just don't know what to do?" Taken from II
Chronicles 20:12. Rev. Tollette asked the question
Mrs. Evelyn Chatman, Reporter
Rev. Frank M. Reid lll, Pastor of Ward A.M.E. What do we do when we are faced with a situation
Church, Los Angeles delivered a stirring message at
the Wednesday noon Prayer service and Love Feast
held last week. His topic was the Jesus That Nobody
Wants 'taken from Luke 2:40. Rev. Reid said, '\ve are
in the advent season, in the church it is one of the
happiest seasons of the year." 'The world," he said,
celebrates an different kind of Christmas. Christmas,
is Jesus born in you, not the expensive gifts,
wrappings and card exchanged. This Christmas give,
someone the gift of Christ, by letting them see Him in
you," he closed.
10:00 a.m. Sunday morning worship. Holy Commun
ion Sunday and the Second Sunday in Advent. Call to
worship by Bro. Charles Langston. Opening hymn was
We Praise The O God. The scripture Matthew
10:34-39, was read by Bro. Ronald Chatman. Choir
selections were How Great Thou Art and God is Able
led by John Hutcherson.
The topic for the Children's sermon by Pastor
Jackson was do you have any proof?The children were
given pomograntes for a symbol.
The topic for the_ morning message, delivered by
Pastor Edwards brought a dynamic message on this
Pastor Jackson entitled the Joy of expectation from
first Lord's day. His subject was: "Popular Religion."
scripture, Matthew 2:2. Pastor Jackson said, "When
He spoke to our need to be thankful that we live in a
we live in expectancy we don't look back, we look up."
free country where we are free' to praise the lord.
He ended by saying, "It's good to be alone with God
But, at the same time, pastor Edwards reminded us
sometime and tell Him of your expectancy.
that we need more Christianity.
Visitors: Mr. Mike Terry of Victorville guest of his
As Christians, we are to learn to obey God, and
aunt Mrs. Doris Shivers; and Mrs. Jaqueline Moore Rev. Moss, Pastor
learn to wait on God. We were reminded that there
By Sarah Harris
and family, Rialto former members of Bethel.
are numerous denominations, but our salvation ,does
A total of 91 received Holy Communion.
not hinge on denomination. We need not be ashamed
On the first Sund�y of December, Rev. Moss of the power of God, for Christ is the answer to our
preached a beautiful sermon. His text was taken from
Jonah 1:1-3, entitled "A Costly Journey." It was at the salvatiort. It was emphasized that the world wants a
time of Jonah receiving a command from God to go to religion that:
NiQeveh to preach, for fhe city had come up before
1. does not involve a commitment
God in it's wickedness. Instead Jonah tried to flee to
tarshish and hide from the presence of God, said Rev.
2. does not insist on repentence
Moss after the sermon as we had the Lord's SUP,p�r.
3. requires no retribution and reject.s Jesus.
The 6:00 p.m.: B.T.U. lesson was entitled What
Perris, California
The Lord blessed us mightly through the message
Baptist believe about the return of the Lord." A very
good and interesting subject. Questions were askea and we had a spirit-filled service. Antioch was also
Rev. Roosevelt Hooper ..Pastor
and our pastor not only gave the answers, but also
instructea on where to find them in the Bible for blessed to fellowship with the St. Mark Baptist
Georgia Riley, Reporter
ourselves. Rev. IV1oss always says "Do not go by what I Church, San Bernardino During their celebration of
say alone, look it up in Bible for yourselves. If a man
their 54th Church Anniversary. Our Senior Choir
The Holy Ghost took control of our Sunday morning cannot document his message by scriptures in the
Bible, then his message lacks credibility."
rendered service through song, and pastor Edwards
worship service. He to.uched everyone. The choir sang
On behalf of Park Avenue Baptist Church, our
brought another beautiful message.
with feeling, "Wait on the Lord," "Let God abide," program chairwoman, Sis. Burrell. invites ever_yone to
our first annual candlelight service this Sunday,
The Antioch Church family is having a Christmas
''You must be born again."Pastor Hooper sang "At the December 12th at 6:30 p.m.
Celebration for its youth at the community center in
cross," and Sis. Josephine Grays, put the •finishing
Casa Blanca. One of the highlights of the celebration
tou<ohes on with, "move on up a litle higher." We were p.m.
• December 19 - Bibleway is presenting, recording besides fellowship and dinner, will be a play written
still as if suspended in the air. as Rev. Hooper,
by children's club leader Mrs. Crowe. The young adult
artist, Rev. Larry Laster, in concert. at 3 p.m.
delivered a dynamic message from, the 12th chapter of
choir
will also render songs of praise as we. get ready,
• Installation of officers will be held in January, date
the book of St. John. Subject: 'The True Spoken
to be decided. All the churches of the valley, are for a reluctant farewill to youth minister, Rev. William
Word."He told of when Jesus came to Bethany before
invited to help us enjoy this happy occasion. The new Gary, who is being transferred by _the Air Force to
the passover, to the home of Mary, Martha, and
officers will be honored with refreshments and Northern California.
Lazarus. as he was eating supper. Mary anointed his
Our young adult choir also have on their agenda to
goodies.
feet, with very expensive ointment. He _told of how
bring cheer through song, at the juvenile hall on
Judas complained, and pretended that he wanted to
December 17th.
ointment sold and the money given to the poor. In
We at Antioch feel doubly blessed to have
AllPurposeMIRACLE
reality he wanted it for himself. he was a thief. We
'distributed and shared our blessings at this
have plenty of Judases today fighting agafnst
PUMPPatPnt Pending
Thanksgiving season with 38 baskets going to the
anything you start to do. just for the sake of
needy. We thank God for the Love Shown. Numbers
Attaches
To
Your
Electric
Drill!
disagreeing. Jesus told Judas. to let her alone. "she
This clever. little air pump
6:24-26.
did this in preparation of my burial." Later Jesus told
I fits your ,,., or %" electric
drill. Develops 90 ps1.
them that His time on earth was drawing to an end. He
Enough pressure to pump
told them, "I have spoken not of myself; but of my
up auto tires. bicycle tires,
air mattress es. footballs,
father which sent me. He gave me a commandment
The Riverside County Comm
etc. Makes a great gitt1 All
what I should say, and what I should speak." Jesus
metal construction. One
unity Action Commission will
year guarantee.
always gave us. "The True Spoken Word."
hold its regular monthly meet
Send check or money
ANNOUNCMENTS
order !or $15 95 + $2.00
ing on December 9, 1982 at 7:30
posla"e and handling
• December 12 - Bibleway. will be worshipping
p.m. at the Banning Community
(totai. §17 95; to Miracle
with Emmanuel Baptist Church in San Dimas at 3 p.m.
Pump PO Box 308,
Center (located on the corner of
Middle:ibur·1, CT 06762
Rev. Hooper. will bring the message.
Wilson and San Gorgonio).
• December 18 - Fellowship and Christmas Dinner 4
The Commission will review
and select proposals for funding.

Bethel A.M.E. News Perris

Rev. J.C. Edward s
Antioch Baptist Church News

Dr. L.B. Moss
Park Ave. Baptist Church News

Bibleway Missionary
Baptist Church

Rev. Chester B. Tollette
A Thief In The Night
to be P resented

(

A Thief In The Night will be presented
Sunday, December 12, 1982 in Sunnymead. The
movie is a dramatic portrayal of what can happen
when Jesus Christ returns. This suspenseful
story centers around Patty Meyers a young
woman caught up in living for the present with
little concern about the future. What happens
when this thinking finally catches up with her
provide� and action packed unforgetable drama.
The fast moving pace involves into increasingly
tense moments as the rapture predicted in Bible
prophesy takes peace, leaving Patty in a world
which forces her to make a choice; either for a life
of fleeing but inevitable sufferings and death, or
for UNITE with a new world government which
rejects Jesus Christ and forces citizens to recieve
the mark warned against by God.
See this very exciting film at at the
Sunnymead Elementary School Auditorium,
12875 Heacock Blvd., 10:00 a.m., Sunday,
December 12, 1982.
I

Allen Chapel
A.M.E. Church
Proudly Presents

NEW
AIR

I

CAA Meeting

"End
Inflation
Worries."

Moreno Valley
, Foursquare Fellowship
12875 Heacock Blvd.
Sunnymead, CA 92388
Rev. Angelo Sexton,
Pastor
781-8497
Sunday School
10:00a.m.
Mo�ning Worship
11:00a.m.
Location: Sunnymead El
ementary School Auditor
ium.

TBE BIBLEWAY
MIS810NAIY BAPTIST
CBUBCII
20871 Hunter Street
Perri.I, CA 92370
(714) 657-4384
ORDER OF WORSHIP
9:00 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Mornidg Worship
11:00 p.m. B.T.U.
7:00 p.m. Evenlng Wonhlp
, 11:00 p.m. Wednelday Pray
er Meeting and Bible dus
1:00 p.m. Miaaionary Society
meeta.

St. Paul A.M.E. Church
1355 W. 21st St.
San Bernardino.
California 92411
887-1718

�
1ev. a....e1t u..,...;
Putor
"lov• y1 on, ■noth•r, •• I have
Loved you."

John 15:12

Rev. William Jacks.
Pastor
Church School 9:30 a.m.
11 :00
Worship
Vesper Service 7:30 p.m.
Wedn.: Bible Study 7:00
p.m.
Prayer 7:30 p.m.

Beverly J. Wilhite

of Oakland, California
Advent Gospel Musical
Sunday,
December 12, 1982
at 3:30 P.M.
4009 Locust ·at J 0th Street
Riverside, California 92501
Accompanists:
Shirley Donaldson
Richard Herrau
Public is Cordially Invited
Pastor Norman D. Copeland

'
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Community News

Perris
Panorama

NCNW Presents Their 4th Annual
Fashion Show & Dinner

by Arthur L.
Cook

By Charles Ledbetter

The Riverside Section of the National Council of
Negro Women held their fourth annual fashion show
and dinner entitled "Holiday Fantasy at March A.F.B.
last weekend, featuring entertainment' of the latest
fashions and the ancient art of belly dancing.
The show was under the director of Lady Grace
Kelly, instructor of professional modeling and belly,
dancing, was well organized and profoundly entertain
ing.
The first scene featured American Fash ions as
"Hats were off to America;" the second scene used the
theme of the Orient as fashions from that part of the
world were featured. In this scene a young man
showed moves in martial · arts. Scene three was
entitled "all that glitters etcetera" In the finally all of
the models and dancers were featured in as "King
Farouk of Nubia chose his court."
Between scenes the audience was entertained by
the exotic movements of Egyptian Belly Dancers.
Gloria Boyd served as mistress of Ceremony, Mattie
Grant was the chair and Lillie Jackson is the President
of the section.

LADY GRACE KELLY directed the 4th Annual
NCNW Fashion Show and Dinner.

CONSUMER QUISTIONS
&
ANSWERS
By Eunice Williamson.
Family and Consumer Sciences Advisor
University of California

There are a few key proportion by holdjng in
changes in fashion - large the softness of a dress or
and small - that will add oversized top, Whatever
some new life to your the choice, there's no
existing wardrobe and question that a belt be
will have a new and comes an essential access
far-reaching impact - cha ory for spring.
Another way to call
nges - that make a
attention
to the waist is a
difference this �onth and
delightful
change: a vest,
the months to come.
a
surprise
new "access
The most outstanding
change: A whole new ory." A small body•dose
vest in a fabric or in a
focus on the waist.
suede
........... in st-ripes, a
One of the quickest
tiny
pr
int, or all one color
changes one can make to
add focus on your waist is ....... a vest that goes over
a new belt. For spring. a blouse or over bare
designers are putting skin. There are even one
more emphasis on the piece blouses and jackets
real waistline and they 're with the illusion of a vest
showing some fascinating built right in. By the
belts in the process. In way...·-·· ...,.. for all you
Paris one favorite devise fashion conscience peop
is double-belting; two id le, who like to keep up
entical belts - one at the with trends, I have an
waist, the second angled excitement opportunity
slightly lower. This is a for you to obtain a. new
trend Americans adapted de&igner 's fashion vest, in.
during 1977-78. For the your choice of color and
most part, what's new - fabric to add to your
again - are belts that are · wardrobe absolutely free!
wide from five inches or .......... call me at (714)
wide enough to cover hip 820-1645
to bust, nine-and-a-half
inches. Wide belts are
turning up in leather,
fabric, and snakeskin;
you11 find neutral browns·
and tans plus bright 0ade
green, cobalt blue, hot
orange) accents also sup
ple ones, often of elestic
and suede. These are
belts made to give real );
.
shape; the look is const-fl
ructed and crisp, pot soft{
and sashy. Easier to wear
versions come in widths
of three or four inches.
There are belts that wrap
and re-wrap and belts
that emphasize on alread
y-narrowed waist and
belts that literally create

Moreno
Valley News
By Charles Ledbetter

HOUSE PARTIES:
In the past three weeks I have heard of the untimely
death of two young people ·in our neighborhood. Both
of these deaths were reported to have been associated
with parties.
One young man was shot to death and the second
seems to have been taken to a party by other youths
who left him to walk home. It seems that he never
made it home but was found in a ditch dead from
over-exposure.
I can readily remember several other deaths· and or
maimings of young people which were a direct or
indirect res1,1lt of a party.
I am not speaking of parties where young people are
properly supervised, where well planned wholesome
activities are prevelent. I am sp�aking of the ones
which last from 8:00 p.m. until.........? The ones where
all the lights are turned out ei:ccept one dimly lit bulb,
cars are all around the place with God knows who
waiting like vultures for the kids to coine out. One· can
get any kind of intoxicant or worse simply by asking or
purchasing it from representatives of sources which
never seem to run dry. .
In a communjty such as ours, where the youth have
little or no community recreation, and employment
opportunities are virtually non-existent, the mere
mention of a party or dance will bring out residents
who are hardly ever seen, and the word travefs like
wild fire. Everyone knows about it within minutes,
and each time I hear about one, pictures of young
people who were "sorry they went" come into my head
and I sit and hope that nothing will happen to make
this one a bitter memory.
Let's work to find some form of progressive outlets
for our children. They already know how to party,
dance, produce unwanted offspring and utilize harmful
chemicals. Aren't there other pursuits that we could
offer them, such as group oriented games, poetry,
writing, community choirs. tutoring, or a host of other
worthwhile activities.
There may not be much that I can do about it on a
grand level, but I am sick of seeing their lives wasted
unecessarily.

QUESTION: What happens to a marriage when a
woman decides to go back to college or begin a career
away from home? Does the marriage fall apart, or does
It survive and grow?
ANSWER: A recent study conducted by Dr. Jeanne
W. Smith at the University of California, Davis,
reveals that marriage do undergo stress when the
woman steps out of the traditional housewife role. The
study shows that marriage survival depends on
several factors -- how well the couple communicate
with each other. how willing the husband is to
accomodate his own activites and to support his wife's
new role and how satisfied he is with his own job.
"In some case," says Smith. "recently to college or
career solidifies decisions to intiate divorces as women
gain new perspective and greater independence."
Marriages which were foundering before the wife's
decision to go back to college or career are more likely
to� end in divorce. Why? Because these changes
heighten any marital stress that already exitsts.
The study also shows that a woman's new job can
free the husband to consider his own desires to make a f
career change, or to seek avenues of personal •
development.

MR_ ED SPEARS: Last weekend at the NCNW
fashion show and dinner, - the Spear's and the
Ledbetter 's enjoyed together the fun-filled evening.
Along with our wives we watched the exotic
movements of the belly dancers. The dancers are
students of Lady Grace Kelly. a very beautiful young
lady, who has a wonderful personality. I found the
table companions we met to be enlightening people,
and a pleasure with which to pass the evening.
BY THE WAY: You too can be a belly dancer! Call
A'Aisha's Academy of Middle Eastern Dance, 888-3645
or 885-3124.
SPEAKER PROGRAM FOR C.A.D.A.: Community
Against Drug Abuse Committee held a meeting
December 6 at Sunnymead Annex School in located on
Perris Blvd. Citizens who are' concerned about the
drug problem and it's effect on our young people were
present. .
Mrs,-Linda Sue Roth. character education facilitator
for the Moreno Valley Unified School District was the
speaker for the evening. Various questions were asked
in response to her speech. One question was, "How can
we hlep prepare chil<Jren for successful adulthood? As
a parent and qn inst-ructor I am very interested i� any
program that will help us eliminate drug use among
young people. Junior High drug addicts is too much.
We must use all of our resources to whip this cancer.
(Drug Abuse)
FRIENDLY PEOPLE: I stopped at the "House of
Tires & Brakes" last week to get a tire repaired. I
discovered a leaking tire during my lunch period. I am
happy to recommend John and Nancy Farrington's
business to anyone, 1 received prompt courteous
service. They are located at 123 E. 4th St. in Perris. I
will always trade with people who show respect.
March A.F.B. Chapel Program: The Chaplain's at the
recent Parrish council expressed a desire f�r more
greeters and ushers for the 11:0() a.m. service. Come
join us as we worship God.

Community Calendar
December 13, 1982
NAACP Riverside Branch Board Meeting &
Elections - Membership should attend to select officers
for 1983-84 Bobby Bonds Park, 2060 University
Avenue 7-9:30 p.m·.
December 18, 1982
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. Phi Rho Chapter
Annual Achievement Week Banquet Kola Shanah 1746 Mt. Vernon Avenue, San Bernardino - 6:30 p.m.
NCNW Riverside Annual International Tea will be
held at the Holiday Inn. Riverside. The tea will start at
12:30 p.m. and go on to 4:00 p.m.
February
Black History Month
Februar\, 5, 1983
NCNW 3rd Annual Family,.Festival 9:00 a.m. - 6:00
p.m. at Bobby Bonds Park.
Booths on sale December 26. 1982. Contact 653-4897,
682-2120, 678-1493 or 686-0467.
Feb. 6, 1983 - Gospel Musical, Allen Chapel A.M.E.
Church 3:30 p.m. (10th & Locust)
Feb. 6, 1983 - Black History Month Committee of
Riverside - Gospel Workshop
Feb. 12, 1983 - Black History Month Committee Health Fair
Feb. 13, 1982 - Black History Month Committee
Senior Day
Feb. 18, 19&3 - Educational Night
Feb. 26, 1983 - Black History Month Parade
February 12, 1983
NAACP Riverside Branch Annual Freedom Fund
Banquet.

.PLAN YOUR
DEFENSE AGAINST
-RAPE

ERNEST WILSON IS THIS YEAR's Black History
Parade Committee Chairman.

Solidarity Theme in
S.B. Black History Celebration
Despite all precautions, should you be faced with a
rapist. you still have such options as:
1. Attempting to talk the rapist out of the assault (if the
opportunity to do so is present).
2. Women have been known to discourage potential
rapists by screaming, 'claiming to have V.D.,mono,
hepatitis, etc.1 Attempt to make yourself as unattractive
'
or unfeminine as possible.
3. The choice of whether or not to physically resist can
only be made by·you. If the rapist is armed, your
options are limited; there is no way to predict his
actions.
4 If your choice is to resist physically, take advantage
of "weapons·· you may have in your purse: hair spray,
fingernail file, etc.
For more information call: 787-7949
Crime Prevention Unit, Riverside Police Department
This message 1s part of a Cnme Prevention Campaign
sponsored by the Cnme Prevention Advisory Council

More people emigrate from Mexico than from any other
country.

The 1983 Black History
Parade Committee has
been meeting and plann
ing activities for the
forth-<:oming Black Hist
ory Parade that will lake
place on Saturday, Feb
ruary 5. 1983.
The eommittee is re
questing I hat your organ
ization is needed to make
this event a success as it
has bee11 in previous
year. The theme will be

"Solidarity". The Comm
itfee is asking that your
organization be repres
ented at the next meeting
which will be held on
December 11. 1982, at
9:00 a.m. at Catoe's Cuis
ine Restaraunt, 1131 W
Baseline, San Bernardino,
California 92411.
We sincerly hope that
your organization will
join with us in this
worthy endeavor.

· cH:.:-cH--

Law Office
of
Gretchen Fusilier

.-..

,_

What's Missing?

Distinguished legal services
handling most of your
individual requirements includiJlg:
0
criminal defense
0
9!! thl! job injuries
0
auto accidents
0
personal injuries
0
family law

To schedule your free
consultation call
[714] 621-4991

The first time a baseball player from. another city and
another team received homage at a maJor-league. baseball
stadium was when Roberto Clemente, of the Pittsburgh
Pirates, was so honored at Shea Stadium on Sept. 24, 1971.
\!

AddreH:
678 South J.DdWI Hill Blvd.
Suite 110
Claremont, California 91711
•.
tI I
)
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QuickSolutions
By Pat O'Connor

WD-40 Consumer Con.�u/tant

Annoying, unnecessar y
household noise falls into the
same category as termites, or
a hurricane. All are to be
avoided if at all possible.
Unexpected squeaks, grinds,
and clunks are all symptoms
of noise pollution. A few
simple steps will hold the
prol>lem in check and help
prevent household fixtures
from making more solitude
shattering noise.
• Windows and glass doors
should glide smoothly and
quietly in a clean, rust free
track. Any built-up dirt, cor
rosion or residue can cause
jamming and noisy adjust
ment. Use spray-on WD-40 to
penetrate accumulated grime
and l41ave a protective film
to prevent damage. Shower
enclosures, patio and closet
doors also move more quietly
after applying the non-oily

"Push-Over" is the revOOtionory system for
removing snow in an effortless wov
You don't push Of hit srow
you simply
glide snow owov1

• SIMPU. UGHT AND EFFICIENT

• HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION
• WORKS ON BOTH HEAVY WET SHCHI OR

PONDER DR\' SNt:JN

• PfRffCT FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

. . ".'�Lt ..· ·-·

, ::_-::· -�•. ri •; ,; '

-:-->�

... ANO "111311 OllfR"

c':�

It isn't luck that makes people constant winners at Bingo,
it is knowing how 10 play, when to play, and what cards to
choose. WE KNOW-and will share our knowledge with
you. Buy our "WIN AT BINGO" book and share our
secrets. Become a winner at last!
Send $5.95 plus $1.50 for postage and handling to:
Wm Peck Sales Co., Inc. 62 W 45th S1, N.Y.,N.Y. 10036.
Order NOW and receive � the premier issue of the
"BINGO REVIEW", the only national bingo newsletter
available.
0 YES, here is $5. 95 ( • $1.50), Rush my "WIN AT
BINGO" book and include my free "BINGO REVIEW".
O I only want the premier issue of "BINGO REVIEW".
I enclose $1 to cover the cost of postage and handling.
Name ______________
Address _________=----City ______ State ___Zip ___
All.ow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery. Money back guarantee.

EXCITING CONCEPT
FROM MIRACLE PRODUCTS

1

s k
0
: �·n:
small spaces
with an extender tube. Di·
rect spray at the source of
the noise, especially where
wheels, motors and gears are
located.
K ee ping windows, hinges,
appliances and toys in quiet
operating condition is solid
insurance against unwanted
noise intrusion.
The only noise problem
WD-40 · ca n't solve is neighbors!
The product is available in
handy two-ounce, standard
nine-ounce and new, large
economy 12-ounce sizes in
addition to plastic gallon con·
tainers for use with spray
applicators.
F or free information on
dealing with hou sehold
problems, write Pat 0 'Co n_nor
for the WD-40 F ix· 1t Gu1 de,
WD-40 Com pany_ , P.O .
Box 80607, San Diego, CA
92138-9021.

WINATBINGO

*"PUSH OVER��-

.AC�lf $NOW

° 6
u! :�t
:U?i1
be applied in

• Toyt, small appliances
and built-in household fixtures can also cause excessive
household noise. Worn door
knobs stuck can openers
and �lacking toys opera�e
more quietly after applying
non-oily WD-40. On vacuums,
record players and electric
blenders, it works to clean
grease, dust and sediment,
lubricate working parts and
protects from damage in use.

0

�

• FOLDS EASILY FOR STORAGE
• Al.SO GlllAl FOR TRAILERS, FIN ROOFS.

COMMERCIAL OR INDUSIRIAI. BUILDINGS

:=o�<j'g!�:ri:�R.

80l'. 308. MHnEIIUIIY, CT 06762

MIRACL£ PROOUCl'S, INC.

TURNPIKE DRIVE, MIODl.fllUlY, CT 06762

Holiday lights brighten the season, but use with reason!
AN OLD SET - Inspect them before decorating. Look for exposed wires

,I
,

..._...

ar;id worn Insulation. Plug them In and look for electrical shorts. Replace
burned out bulbs. Put a bulb In every socket.
1, ,,,._
A NEW UGHT SET - Read the package before you buy. Get those lights,,\·---�
that use the least amount of Amps to operate. (They save electricity -:
and$$). Ask your dealer for his recommendation. Turn off holiday lights�::,
' 1 •1,�1
inside and outside when retiring or when you're not at home. Don't
leave them on all night!
,
HAVE A HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASON.
,,-,1 Energy Services Office, Public Utilities Dept.
787-7415
U City
Of Riverside, 3900 Main Street, Riverside, CA 92522
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} Give a Gift that f
i · ·will last
l
J throughout I
i
i 1 the year
l l

l

1

give a

Black V �ic� News
Subcr1pt1on
for Christmas

f1

SEND TODAY $12 for -1 subscription
or $22 for 2 and save
FROM

(

ID

NAME _______ NAME _______

ADDRESS______ ADDRESS______
CITV_____ STATE_ CITY____ STATE
__

ZIP.___ PHON____
E
ZIP.___ puoNE.....,_---

Along with your gift will be an attractive card
to the bearer with your n�me and greeting
. ...._.
SEND Today
f I"'
I

Energy News
C
Gas Co. Suggests Holiday Gifts
rt·

Product.
• Squeaking hinges can
contribute to noise pollution.
They can be silenced, lu�ri- :
cated and protected with ,
WD-4_0. The aerosol spray is ·
�pecially e�y to use on
hinge� located in hard-to-r:ach
or highly place� locations.
The same t_echmque works
on wrought iron gates, back
yard doors, pneumatic closing
devices and cabinets in kitch
ens, bathrooms or hallways.

Revolutionary Method for Removing Snow!

GtlflfALONG
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This year, with holiday
shoppers again looking
for bargains, Southern
California Gas Co. has a
number of gift ideas
which may be the best
bargains of all because
they pay for themselves.
''Our gift suggestions
range frOm Small ·!terns
that can fit in a stocking
to much larger ones that
would cover a Christmas
tree," says Ben Pruett,
Southern California Gas
Co. district manager.
"But what they all have .m
common is the ability to
save more gas and water
bills than they orginally
cost."
A night setback therm-

the cost when they file for
their tax returns. Solar
covers are priced from
approximately $150 to
$300.
The gift . suggestions
listed here are available
at local department and
hardware stores as well
as home improvement
centers, according to the
gas company Officia1 · Alternatively, many of the
Another gas company items can be purchased
gift suggestion is a water by mail order through the
heater insulation blanket. gas company .
Insulation kits start at
For more information
$15 and can save the . on these items, contact
family budget up to $154 your local gas company
over the blanket's useful office, or call the gas
life of 11 years.
company Conservation
Other suggested gift Hotline at (800) 352-4124.
ostat as a gift for the
family, for instance,
would save the trouble of
turning down the heat at
night, and it would automatically produce a warm
house in the morning. At
a- typical cost of $85, a
setback
thermostat
would save up to $145
over its 10-year useful
life.

items include tinted film
which can be applied to
windows to block out the
sun's heat during the
summer, and energy-sav 
ing showerhead comes in
both hand-held and wallmounted· modeIs. They
sell for about $18 and can
save the fam·11 y budget
$55 a year ·
A gift for whole family
and guests might be a
solar pool cover. This gift
not only saves the cost of
water and heating, but
also adds safety and
many weeks of pool us
age. With income tax
credits, purchasers can
receive back 40 percent of

Tips on Relighting Furnaces
If you were one of the thousands of western
Riverside County area residents who saved money
this past summer by turning off your furnace pilot
light, it's time to turn the pilot back on for winter,
reminds Ben Pruett, district manager of Southern
California Gas Co.
Pruett said that specific lighting instructions are
usually located on home furnaces, but that if your
furnace' doesn't have such instructions, the following
general tips may help:
• Make sure that your pilot and burner. valves were
in fact turned off for the summ'er.
• Make sure there is no gas odor or the burner has
been off for five minutes.
• If you have a wall thermostat, set it at the "off" or
lowest setting.
• Hold lighted match to the pilot and turn on pilot
valve. If the equipment has an automatic shut-off,
depress the reset button (it is usually red.) Light the
pilot and continue holding the button in until the pilot
remains lit when it is released (usually about 60
seconds.) Some units incorporate the safety reset into
the pilot valve. If yours is equipped this way,
depressing this valve or turning the valve pointer past
the pilot position performs the same function as

depressing a red reset button.
• If the equipment is thermostatically controlled,
turn the burner valve to the "on" position and set the
thermostat. If the equipment is manually controlled,
the burner valve is turned to the "on" position only
when heat is needed.
The gas company official stated that new, automatic
furnace ignition systems eliminate constantly burning
pilot lights and save gas and money for consumers.
Such ignitors can be installed on most existing forced
air furnaces and eliminate the need for turning pilot
lights on and off.
Different types of furnaces have different relighting •
procedures, the local utility official said. If your
furnace doesn't have instructions, or if you're not sure
how to safely turn on your pilot light, call the gas
company and they 'II send a service representative to
your home to light your pilot and also teach you how to
do it.
However, increased demand for gas company
service calls during the first few chilly days of fall can
cause delays. Customers can avoid any inconvenience
by learning how to relight their pilots before the
weather turns cold, the local gas company represent
ative said.

Thanks, Edison custo�ers, for
your patience during the storm.

Thanks to our employees, too.

Thank you for your
patience and understanding
of electric service interrup
tions during the recent rain
storm which was among the
worst in the memory of our
company.
Most interruptions were
caused by damage to our
facilities, falling trees and
flooding. About one and a
third million of our customers
experienced interruptions of
varying duration during the
storm.
We called into service all
available personnel and
moved crews and equipment
throughout our 50,000
square mile service territory.
In addition, we hired out
side electric contractors and
tree trimmers.

Our crews worked around
the clock-with only short
rest breaks-for more than
190,000 man hours of storm
related work.
The cost of damaged
equipment and of replacing
downed poles and lines and
of the labor to do the work
will be more than $10,000,000.
We're very proud of the
dedication and long hours of
.•hard work! of"ou't employees.
We also want to thank you,
our valued customers, lor
your cooperation and
understanding during this
trying period.
•

sC-E
Southern California Edison
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Society News
...Togetherness
PHOTOS BY SAM JAMES
Continued from page 1
The most outstanding
dedication service award
of the evening was pres
ented to Maitland Stokes,
Past Grand Chancellor.
He accepted the award in
his beautiful red fez with
the yellow tassel, denot, ing his past Chancellor
status, to an audience, up
on their feet giving him a
standing ovation. His a
ward was last and most of
the audience thou!;Jht for
gotten in a planned delay
ed action which made the
award more special and
gave an air of excitement.
Others awarded were
Dorothy Thomas and
Bobbie Davidson for outstanding service to the
court. Catherine Brown
was awarded as a "real
worker" of the Orange
Blossom Court.
Mr. and Mrs. Simmie

McCoy and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Armstrong were
awarded for their years
of service to both organ'
izations.
The special award pres
ented by the Supreme
Lodge Representative of
Santa Monica, was pres
ented to Trivel Williams
for his dedication and
achievement, "he is one of
those who never makes
the spotlight," said Ollie
Fritz.
Robert Williams was
also awarded but was
unable to attend due to
circumstances beyond his
control.
The beautiful dinner
program was tastefully
done in keeping with the
theme
"Togetherness,"
the group showed it by
using as many Black MAITLAND STOKES, �ECEIVED AN AWARD for
entrepreneur as possible outstanding dedication service. He has worked
to make their goal a tirelessly since 1?34, among his many achievements
are, Past Grand Chancellor, Master of Finance and
reality.
organizer of Omar, Feltus Sterling, Grand Chancellor,
State of California makes the presentation as John
Syles looks on.

DAVIDSON ONE OF TfjE EVENING'S
awardees is flanked by Fel�us Sterling, Councilman

BOBBIE

DAVID CUNNINGHAM, L.A. COUNCILMAN and
his very personalble daughter were big hits at the
dinner. Leslie Cunningham, is an incoming student at

David Cunningham and Ollie Fritz, as
congratulate her on a job well done.

they

her father's alma mater,the University of California at
Riverside.

iAJ

MR. AND MRS. S. L. McCOY RECEIVED TOP
honors for their untiring service to both organizations,
she in Court #4 and he in Lodge #10 of the Calathe and
Knights of the Pythias respectively.

CATHERINE BROWN, ACCEPTS THE SPECIAL Worthy Counsellor.
recognition award from Vivian 0. Marsh, Grand
TRIVEL WILLIAMS WAS ANOTHER of the
recipients for outstanding service for which recognit
ion was long overdue. His award was presented by
Ollie Fritz, Supreme lodge Representative , State of

,/\J
I

MRS. DOROTHY THOMAS WAS SURPRISED
when she was called for special recognition presented
. by Grand Worthy Counsellor, Vivian 0. Marsh.

'

DAVID CUNNINGHAM, L.A. CITY COUNCILMAN
and former resident of Riverside is flanked by four
pretty winner-s, Catherine Brown, Willie Mae
VIVIAN 0. MARSH, GRAND WORTHY Counsellor, Armstrong, Iola McCoy, and Bobbie Davidson.
told of the many projects of the Order of Calathe,
orth,a
OLLIE FRITZ, SUPREME LODGE REPRESENT Allensworth is one of the top of the list [Allensw
town
only
ative spoke of the beauty of the organizations working state park and hi�torical landmark was the
together, not only for this pr?gram but for the many in California to be founded by a Black man].

For constipation relief tomorrow
reach for EX-LAX.tonight.

other projects shared by both.

This is YOUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER

Ex-Lax help� rc�tore your \y�tem\ own natural_
rhythm overnight. Gently. Dependably. Try 1t tonight.
You'll like the relief in the morning.
Chocolated or pilb, Ex-Lax i\ �--, ,
"The o..,m,ght WoedcC:'
ll•IAJc ,
•

':Jj

Kcad label and follov.
d11cct1on,
1

I, I '1� Im. , Jl;li-<2
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Gree k Letter Org an izati ons Join in
Call for MLK Hol iday
Presidents of eight
black Greek-Lettered or ganizations have called
upon their combined
membership of more than
500,000 to observe Dr .
Martin L uther King, J r . '
birthdate as a holiday by
taking leave from their
j obs on January 15.
These unique organiz
ations of college-trained
individuals with chapters
nationally and internat
ionally, have been• asked
to recognize this date as a
holiday each year beginn
ing January 15, 1983.
The council, which re
presents graduates of a
nation's colleges and un
iversities, as well as
student sorority and frat 
ernity members met in
Atlanta the weekend of
November 19-20, to con
sider ways to make Dr .
King's birthdate a nation
al holiday . Dr. King,
leader of the Southern
L eadership
Christian
Conference at the time he
was assassinated in Mem
phis, in 1968, was a
member of one of the
eight organizations (Al
pha Phi A lpha Fratern
ity , I nc.)
Ozell S utton, president
of the Council of Presi
dents and A lpha Phi
A lpha Fraternity, Inc.
said, "This declaration of
a holiday in honor of D r .
King comes at a time
when all of the things for

which he stood are under
attack. We are taking this
vital and necessary step
to preserve his memory
and the things for which
he fought and died. "
S utton added that the
Council of Presidents is
aware that there are
others who share the
same concern for an app
ropriate national . memor 
ial in honor of Dr . King
ana reque5ted that all
persons, without regard
to race, creed, color or
national origin j oin in
observ ing Dr . King 's bir
thdate as a holiday .

Members of the Council
of Presidents , ih addition
to S utton , are: Robert
Gordon of Ann Arbor ,
Michigan, Kappa A lpha
Psi Fraternity , I nc . ; De
metrius Newton of Birm
ingham , . Alabama , Phi
Beta S igma Fraternit y,
I nc . ; Dr . L . Benj amin
L ivingston of Riverside,
California, Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc.;

Mona Bailey of
Mercer I sland, Washing
ton, Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, I nc . ; A lice
Swain of Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, Sigma Gamma
Rho Sorority, I nc.; and
Edith V . Francis of Trenton, New Jersey , Zeta
Phi Beta Soror ity , Inc.

DON'T BE
lATE f

Cana

CA N W IN
00
00,0
$1,0
nt
dian Gove rnme Lotte r y

OVER

$30,000,000 IN C A S H

D r a w s Every M o n t h

O N E IN FOU R C H A N C E O F
W I N N I N G CAS H P R I Z ES
U P TO • t , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0
- MANY U .S . W I N N E R S 

Write for info & FREE BROCHURE :
MEGA AGENCIES I N C.
BOX 34469
VANCOUVE R , B.C . CANADA
(604) 263-9645

•
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horn
. HlnTS
l1nr5
emaFOR
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__________

C hr istm as With A ll
The Trimmings .
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N OT I C E I N V I T I N G S E A L E D
P R O P OS A L S [BI D S ]
FOR T H E CON S T R U CT.I O N
OF OFF-S I T E S E W E R
FOR
PARCEL 1, P A R C E L MAP
N O . 1 1 1 70
R A N CHO CAL I FOR N I A
FOR THE
COU N T Y O F R I V E R S I D E
O F F I CE O F COMMU N I TY
DEVE LOPMENT
California
R iverslde,

Dr. Ben L ivingston

TALK o/ lk' TOWN

U Need Money? U
Have Real Estate?
Call

{714) 787-8667
Mortgage B roke r

N OT I CE I S H E R E BY G I V E N
that the County o f Riv erside,
hereinafter referred lo an Own
er , Invites and wlll receive
sealed proposals [bids] up to the
hour of 4:00 p_m _ on the 27th day
' of December, 1 982, for furnish
ing to said Owner all transport
ation , mater1als, equipment , labs
or, services and supplied neces
sary to constr uct and complete
the Construction of Off-Site
Sewer for Parcel 1, Parcel Map
N o. 1 1 1 70, at which time said
proposals will be publicly open
ed and read aloud In the Oflice
of Community Development ,
County o f R iverside, 4080 Lem
on Street, 1 2th floor, R lverside,
Califor nia. Said bids shall con
form to and be responsive lo the
Contract Documents for said
work as heretofore approved by
said Owner and must be accom
panied by the bid bond referred
to therein.
Bidders shall submit bids on the
schedule set forth In the bid
form . The duration ol the
construction period Is 120 calen
, dar days after the Notice to
Proceed has been Issued.
Coples of the Contract · Docu
ments, Plans and Specifications
are on Ille and may be examined
In: (1] the Office ol Community
Development , County of River
side at the above address. [2]
the Office of Baine Engineering,
I nc., at 501 North Golden Circle
D rive, Suite #200, Santa Ana,
California 92705. Coples of the

What Black
Americans

7"�.,,

-. - �-.

�.

--..�-

- ►

should

know about

.

�.
I.
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Clmsified Ads
above documents may be obtain
ed from the Office of Commun
ity Development , County of
R iverside at the above address
upon eJtecuUon In writing the
form "Acknowledgement of Re•
ceipt of Ptans and Specificat
ions." This form requires the
payment of $25.00 by the Bidder
lo the Owner If the Bidder falls
to return the plans and specific•
atlons In good condition within
1 0 days alter the opening of the
bids.
The successful bidder will be
required to furnish a labor and
material bond in an amount
equal to one hundred percent
(100% I of the contract price,
said bonds to be obtained from a
surety company satisfactory to
the Owner .
All terms and conditions cont•
alned In the Contract Docu
ments shall become a part of the
Contract. The Owner reserves
the right to reject any and all
bids, and to waive any and all
Irregularity In any bid. No
bidder may withdraw his bid tor
a period of sixty (601 days after
the time set for the opening
thereof.
''This project ls Federally finan
ced financed by the U ,S . Depart
mant of Housing and U rban
Development [24 C F R , Part 57)
and subject to certain require
ments Including payment of
Federal prevailing wages, comp•
llance with "Section 3" Affirmat
ive Action Requirements, Exec
utive Order # 1 1 246 and others_
The aforementioned and des
cribed In the ''Special Federal
Provisions" section of the bid
document . Additional Informa
tion pertaining to the Federal
requirements Is on file with the
County of Riverside's Commun
ity Development Ofllce."

U.S. Bor der
Patr ol
U .S . Border Patrol is
looking for qualified men
and w omen w ho are Unit 
ed Stat es citizens under
35 years of age. Applicat•
ions are being accepted
until December 31, 1982.

If you are looking for an
exciting and rewarding
and r ewarding career co
ntact the Bor.der Patrol
recruiting officer by call•
ing (619) 352-3241 or by
writing to 1. 1 1 1 N. Imper
ial Avenue, P.O. Box 60,
El Centro, California
92244.
EEO M/F
Equal Opportunity
Employer
CASA MARIA APTS_
Coachella, California
now renting for Febru
ary occupancy · 1. 2,
I
•
and 3 bedroom umts.
Av'allable under Sect
Ion 8 financing provid
ed by Farmers Home

For
Administration.
more infor mation call
(714) 752-7501 or write
P .0. Box 8182, New•
port Beach, CA 92660.

First Publication: December 6,
1982
Bid Date: December 27, 1982
Published in the Black Voice
N ews on December 9, 1982.

For fast, fair.,
friendly service
contact . . .

Equal Housing
Opportunity

Need Credit

Cards?

Guaranteed ! Receive
Master Card, Visa &
major credit cards e
ven if you have bad or
no credit bankruptcy
or divorce. For free
brochure, call Credit
Toll FREE 1-800-5271
1218 24 hours. anyday .

'WHAT OlllER
PART-TIME JOB
OEFERSA .
�ilSOO BONUS?

That's what many Anny Re
se, ve un its now offer. A $1500
bo1us. Or up to $2000 toward
your college expenses. You11 also
earn ovrr $1000 a .yearforservmg
16 1ours a month 11lus two weeks 1
anr,ual training. Call your local
An Reserve Recruiter to find

out n(
i you qualify.

MEET'IODAY'S
AllMY RESERVE.
Man in prison age thirty ..
..... without friends or
family who cares, I would
like to correspond with
anyone l am very lonely.
Michael Hardison
P .0. Box 208
Indian Springs, Nevada
I 89018

Rive rside
Police Department

cancer.

Every American needs to
know about cancer. It's a dis
ease that has an impact on

most of us in some way.
However, the cancer rates
among the Black population in

Why MUNTU?

means paying special attention

thing is wrong with your body.
Early detection and prompt
treatment do make a difference.

This message is
donated as a public service
by this publication.
National Cancer Institute,
U S. Dept. of Health and
Human Services.

PART-TIME JOBS
FOR WOMEN.

In 1hc Army Reserve, you can
expand your horizons and your
pocketbook. If you qualify, you can
learn a new skill. gc1 paid while you
learn. work par1-1ime al a joh wi1h
excellenl pay and henefas, and he
an impor1an1 member of a very
impor1ant team.

-.. f;,j

Buy Your Pin Today!

some cancers.
What does this mean to
Black Americans? Simply, it

Ae.u1tion.�Deledion.

..
�

'

with Black males having the
highest rate of any group for

to health and getting to a doc
tor immediately when some

�-..-,,,�-�""

,. -Jt-J
. ,�.. ....
\��
�"--t•

America have been steadily in
creasing in the past 2 0 years,

.
Ben d each bra1.d mto a With early detection many
half-heart shape and tie both forms of cancer can be conends of the two pieces tro lled and even cured.
together with thin wire to
We ' ll send you information
form wreath. Center the
wreath with a spray of fresh about ways you can help preevergreens and top with a vent cancer and about early de
wide satin bo w dyed to
tection an d treatment. For a
match the rope.
To capture simple country free copy Of "Wh at Bl ack
eleg an ce, pack straw tightly Americans Should Know About
and secure with white thread
C
C
to a circular wire frame. ancer • caII the ancer I nforDye the entire wrea t h a d eep mation Service, free , at
shade of Forest G reen. When 1 - 800-638 - 66 94 ( In Maryland
d ry, add accents with a large 1 800-492-14 44 )·
felt bow and a cluster of
gold-tinted C hr i s t m a s tree
bal ls .
Promptli-=amem:.

If the commercial Oh nstmas grinch has made you
wish that this holiday se ason
almost _w'.15n' t, you may n�ed
_
? fresh miechon of decoratmg
ideas to update the standard
pe rennial favo rites.
With a va riety of household ingredients, Rit Dye
and a touch of ingenuity,
you can add a gust of fresh
holiday spirit and y ears o r
future use to th e traditional
w r e a t h . Surprise fri e nds or
i n fuse s p a rk l i n g seaso n a l
charm into your own home
with these lovingly hand
crafted variations.
Try your hand at crafting
the homesp un wreaths pic
tu red using a hot concentrated
dye solution with your choice
o f colorful Rit Dyes (combin e
1 1 2 cup liquid dy e in two
quarts hot water ; or one pack·
age pow?er dye ilissolved first
C r e a t e y o u r o w n o ld m o n e p111t hot wate�)fashioned sugarplum fai r ytale
For natural colon ial charm , b
y wrapping a circular st raw
dy e se ven . packages of corn·
wreath with green floral �ape
husks vary mg shades of Chestand thickly inserting dried
nut Brown and Orange. Cut
flowers that have been Rit
into leaf shapes while still
dved Golden Yellow Orchid
wet, w:ap thr�ad around the �
a d Fuschia. Altern�te with
ends of ev.er. 1our le �,·es and
sprigs of baby's breat h and
se cure at one·mch mtervals
trim outer edge with lay e rs
to a styrofoam base with
of delicate lace tinted an
straight pins. Tuck in d r!ed
Ecru. Top your
flowers dy e d a ron t rastmg old-fashioned
w reath off with silk flowers
sh_ad e of P lum and complete
and a bow of matching lace
w ith a gold comhusk ange l
to mak e visions of loveliness
o r a gold en pinero ne spray .
da = throughout your holid ay
Deck an ord inary hall with
s
e ason
a b rilliant splash of ChristFor' more craft and gift
mas color. Dye unfinished
ro pe �carlt>t and braid into ideas write to R ITl2DH4
P O. 'Bo x 307 . Cove ntry. CT
12 pieces o f e q ual length . .
0 6238.
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MUNTU (pronounced "moon-too'1 is a Swahili
- word. Literally translated, it means "the essence
of humanity." MUNTU portrays a silhouette of the
United States superimposed on the African
continent . Rivers flow into or roots stem from the
north central and southern boundaries of the U .S .
and into the African base.
The rivers symbolize the flow of African slave
bllod which empty into into the sea that forms the
foundation of the U .S . The darkness represents
Black _Americans of today who proudly honor and
respect their African heritage. In a very direct
way , MUNTU speaks for its bear :

•'
I

Homeowners
Auto • Fi I'!
Ula • Trucks Renters • Crime
Condominiums
Commercial
MOblle Homes
B'oats • RV's
Workers' Comp • Farm and Ranch
Pl:kage Pdlcies Ir. Ncn-Snmrs
and Drivers between 30 and 60
years of age.
Oisallnts for. AccldenUree Drivers
Good Students • Multiple Cars
A wide choice of daducUblea 18 flt
your specific needs and budget.
All policies can be combined in
one monthly payment

- Gene Cummings

3663 Canyon Crest Dr.
Riverside, CA 92507
17 141 684;1 1 1 3

The unique, high quality jewelry bearing
MUNTU ls a means of exposing the design to large
numbers of Black Americans. As it is introduced to

and reviewed by them, they have the choice of
' deciding whether MUNTU is acceptable as their
symbol. If it Is accepted. MUNTU many well
become to Black Americans what the Star of David
Is to the Jews, what the Shamrock is to the Irish,
what flags are to nations.
We encourage you to wear your MUNTU
proudly . It will last for sometime If treated with
care. Don� wear It where other metal jewelry can
brush against and thus scratch the MUNTU face.

Remove lt when bathing; swimming or showering.
Don't wear It where it is exposed to body
perspiration. Should you scratch or otherwise mar
the enamel area, touch it up with black flngernaJI
polish.
Pick up your MUNT U through the Black Voice
Local Distributors

Send i:heck 01 mone1,' order to·

P .0. Box 1581
R iverside. CA 92411

••••••••••
-

For more iDfcnllatio■ about tbe Rlvenicle Plllee
Department contact Offleer Jim Can.no■ 1714)
787-7540.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
M/F EMPLOYER

Morning Star Lodge
No. 1 0
Knights of Pythias

i am an aware.Black American. l 'm proud
of myself and my African heritage."

only $12.95 each

THE ARMY RESERVE.
PART OF WHAT YOU EARN
IS PRIDE.

A good person to know
for your insurance needs

PROGRESSIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT
City of Rlvenlde
California
Pollee Offleer
$1491 - 1998
esdtinc career, Wllimited oppartmdt.iN for ..Wtioal
individuab. If you are a Hip School gndute I•
equlvale■tl, at leut 21 yeert of ace IIICI are la pod
physleaJ coeditioll, apply now!
CITY OF RIVERSIDE
3900 Maia 8treet
Riverside, c.Hforala 9'l5Z'l

NA. SA. E. A. A. & A.

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

MEETI NG N rG HTS
1 st and 3rd TU ESDAY at 8:00 p.m.
FOR IN FORMATION, PHONE

FOR
Y OU R ·
!; U PPOR1

Cortaicl
ALL YOU NEED
FOR MINOR ITCHES
AND RASHES.

683-3532

57
• • • • • • • • • •683-61
••••••

Orange Blossom Court
No. 4
Order of Calanthe
M EETI N G
2nd TU ESDAY at 7:00 p.m.
FOR I N FORMATION, PHO N E

686-2525

683-3532

71 25 MARG U ERITA AVENUE
RIVERSI DE, CA 92504
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Perspective/ Opinion
TH� BLACK VOICE NEWSPAPER
Established February, 1973

Adjudicated, a legal newspaper of general circulation on July
8, 1974, case number 108890 by the Superior Court of Riverside
County.
BLACK VOICE is a weekly newspaper, published every
Thursday by Hardy Brown and Associates, P.O. Box 1581,
Riverside, California 92507. Telephone (714) 824-8884.
The Black Voice sells for 25 cents per copy. Subscription if
$12.00 per year. Out of state subscriptions are $15.00 per year.
The BLACK VOICE'S objective is to serve the entire
community.
News releases appearing in the BLACK VOICE do not
necessarily express the policy nor the opinion of the publishers.
The BLACK VOICE reserves the right to edit or rewrite all
news releases.
HARDY L. BROWN' Publisher

Writer Upset Over
David Carr Death
I am writing in regards to the shooting of David
Carr which ran on the front page last week in the
Black Voice News.
First of all I have no sympathy for a grown man of
39 years who could shoot a young boy who was
pleading for his life, that's cold-blooded murder and
nothing less!
There seems to be many things to consider. First of
all Sylve had no legal grounds to touch him. The party
itself is classified as an "attractive nuisance," since the
word was passed around at the game that all the
youths were invited, which means it would've been
alright for Carr to come as long as no crime was
committed by him on the premises. And if that had
been the case the police should have been called to
remove Carr, but Slyve should not have taken the law
into his own hands.
Secondly, why was Sylve armed with mace? Is he in
a position employment-wise to be licensed to possess
mace? If not he was in violation of the law even before
the crime was committed. And if he was licensed to
carry mace, I wonder what type of job he could have
held with such a loose trigger-finger? And even worse
was him shooting Carr after incapacitating him with
the mace, and pleading for his life.

-

-

Also the son, who allegedly went to get the gun fdf
his father, were there any charges pressed against
him.......... after all he was an accessory before the fact.
And the 'but - for' clause is applicable in his case.
Rumors have it that the rest of the family have left
town except for Eugene Sylve, who is still in jail.
The paper said "A motion to reduce to $250,000 bail
was denied." That empties that the court probably
charged Sylve with1st degree murder. The sad thing
about the whole incident is that a black killing a black,
never causes for Justice' to be done. Sylve is pleading
"not guilty", so there will probably be a plea-bargain
and the charges reduced to Manslaughter, either
felony (1 year and 1 day in jail) or misdemeanor, and
him released on probation.
The term "Justice for All" makes one wonder........
and ask the question "Justice for whom?" Murderers
don't do as much time as burglarers, robbers, drug
abusers, and various other law offenders. It was said
by one law official that the reason is because the
prisons and jails wouldn't get as much funding, since
they're funded according to the number of prisoners in
the institutions, and the numbt?r of other crime
offenders compared to the number of murderers is
such a large difference. Maybe one day justice will
really be for all.

Why not have a Kwanzaa
Celebration celebration this year?

Part I
Kwa.nza (Kwan-zah) is an African word meaning
"first."The word is derived from those parts of Africa
where a celebration of ·harvesting te ''first fruits/
CROPS" IS A TRADITION. Our Kwanza celebration
is a tribute to our ancestors, who have struggled and
achieved before us; to you/us, the Black living, who
must continue to struggle and achieve: and to our
unborn, who will benefit from our struggle and carry it
forward. Kwanza fulfills the need of African people to
establi�h and adhere to our own cultural inderitity
instead of adhering to alien cultural traditions.
Kwanza is celebrated for 7 days beginning on
December 26th. It is a time when African families and
the African community come together to assess and
celebrate the progress made in the past year and to
re-€stablish our commitment to the total liberation
and development of African People.

On the 26th of December decorations should be put
up and arranged using the Red, Black and Green color
scheme -- Red for the blood that has been shed in our
struggle to achieve the liberation of our people; Black
for the people; and Green for the land (Africa) that will
be liberated. During Kwanza, the main table in the
home should contain a centerpiece with fresh fruits
and vegetables. On a low table the Mkeka
(M-Kay-Kah), or straw mat, is placed; the Mkeka
symbolizes tradition as the foundation on which all
else rests. On the Mkeka you will place the Kinara
(Kee-nar-ah), or candleholder, which holds the
Mshumaa (M-shu-mah), or 7 candles. The Kinara
represents the stalk from which we sprang. The
Mshumaa represents the stalk from which we sprang.
The Mshumaa represents the Seven Principles on
which the first born set up our society in order that
our people might get the maximum from it.
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Social Insecurity
De�ision-time is nearing for the much discussed
social security dilemma. As just about everyone
knows by now. the social security trust fund is running
short of cash and long-term population trends suggest
more than a simple quick fix is needed.
Perhaps the first principle our political leaders
should follow in considering the social security issue is
to keep cool. Decisions made in an atmosphere of
political crisis are often the wrong ones. And despite
all the gloom and doom we've been hearing, the
system is stronger than its severest critics suggest.
It would be a terrible mistake to make drastic
changes in benefits formulas or in the retirement age
on the basis of long-term population projections that
show a boom in the numbers of the retired and
proparitionately fewer wage earners.
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B. .DEREGULATION
Before its withdrawal, the House Energy and
Commerce Committee considered legislation
designed,to protect ratepayers from any adverse
impact during the transition to a more com
petitive telecommunications arena. This more
competitive climate was spurred by the agreement
reached between the Justice Department and
AT&T. A federal judge has now given approval
to the divestiture plan of AT&T.
The Telecommunications Subcommittee also
• has held a series of hearings pertaining to the
deregulation of the broadcast industry. Pending
legislative proposals ·would, if enacted,
dramatically alter the present steps which must
be observed by broadcasters in order to renew
operating licenses. Further consideration of these
measures is not expected during the 97th Con
gress, but will probably begin anew in the 98th
Congress.

If demographics suggest the sytem will be in trouble
in fifty years or so, there will be plenty of time to
handle that problem. Even the current cash crunch
can be handled by interagency fund shifts and
temporary steps to handle the shortfall from general
revenues.
Perhaps the most important reason for Social
Security's current cash problems is almost never
mentioned -- the Depression. Amost twelve million
people are out of work. If they were on the job, they
would be paying social security taxes. The system
would be solvent.
C. FAIRNESS DOCTRINE
Failing that, if revenues need to be increased,
consideration should be given to taxing half of social
Legislation to repeal the Fairness Doctrine
security benefits of retired people whose incomes are
and the Equal Time rule l;lso is pending before
above the median. That would represent a small bite the Subcommittee. The Fairness Doctrine
from those who could afford it while pres�rving the primarily is aimed at public affairs programming
and controversial public issues. Broadcasters
system.
And the system's base should be expanded by must devote a reasonable percentage of their
bringing in all workers. About seven million workers, broadcast time to the coverage of public issues.
mostly government employees, are now exempt. Such Coverage of those issues must be fair in the sense
broadened coverage would immediately infuse billions that an opportunity for presentation of con
trasting points of view is provided. The Equal
into the social security system.
Time rule (Section 315 of the Communications
One currently popular suggestion should be resisted
Act of 1934) provides that if a broadcasting sta
at all costs -- cutting the already lower pension
tion permits one legally qualified. candidate for
payments for early retirees and raising• the age of public office to use its facilities, it must afford
early retirement, now 62.
............ "Justice for Who?
equal opportunity (equal time, facilities and com
When the Reagan Administration raised that parable costs) to all other legally qualified can
By Cynthia Jones
possibility last year it had to beat a fast retreat. Now didates for the same office.
under cover of a bipartisaA effort to "save" social
security, the idea may come up again. It ought to be
D. FCC LOTTERY PROPOSALS
buried.
In early August, the House and Senate Com
The reason is that early retirement is most often merce Committees agreed to combine four pend
Shells
T H A I S Z M P H O A N I H T N A J due to heal! h problems that make it impossible for ing communications measures in a single package
C R E P I D U L A A S E A R T I M A people to safely stay on the job. and the lack of (H.R. 3239) which passed in the Congress. In
y A A N E G N O L E M C A I N M I S av.ailable jobs. Many early retirees want to work but cluded in that package were provisions contain
p A P M A S I M U R E X I H U A D R they've been laid off. their company has closed its ed in H.R. 5008, legisladon amending the Com
H L V U L T M U N I C C U B K O I U doors, or they are in marginal occupations with munications Act of 1934 to make certain
O L T A L G H I E B U S Y C O N A B irregular employment patterns that have worsened in technical revisions regarding the administration
of the Act. H.R. 5008 also contains amendments
M E N L E U V N M E I O C E R A S L thid Depression.
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The choice many face is between retiring with to the lottery statute, intended to give the FCC
N P M E I N I T C E D H L P O R O G dignity on the social security pension they have been guidance and clarification it said it needed to
I A U B T I S I E O T U R L I K M C taxed for all their working lives or welfare. The few establish lottery rules.
I C I M I O H P A H A U L P E S A A
T S H U N S G E C E N S H A M L R E dollars the system would save by reducing benefits for
Continued next week
A M T L I S D E L U I O I U S B R A early retirees would impose unbearable and unfair '
Revolutionary Method for Removing Snow!
I U I O O I I I M I R C S I E A I R social and human costs.
T R R C N R E T U A A A U R E V S P Again, full employment policies would sharply cut
A O E U C H W M E G V C E S I I C Y early retirement. With jobs available, most workers ..
.
N M C K C A S S I S O T U R A L E C would d�fer retirement. Instead of collecting pensions,
EXCITING CONCEPT
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USED CARS
74 Ranchero
Air, AM - FM, power steering

$1,995
79Ca��ro

Custom Mags, AM/FM Tape, Vinyl top. tilt
· P..136

$4,499.

79 Ford Fl-50
sk. # Pl19

$4,299

77Pinto
V-6, power disk brakes, power steering
P.128

$2,199
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